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Schlüssel Komponente

(n)

Zusammenfassung Beschreibung

COOL-
5967

yuuvis RAD 
dms-service

For inter-service communication, the new 
system user is used for authorization 
instead of the root user (2 Sprints)

As administrator I want the services to be able to continue to communicate with each 
other without interruption after the root user's password has been changed.

Note: The services use the root user to communicate with each other. After changing 
the password, the configuration file application-red.yaml must also be adjusted. The 
system will also stop if the root user is locked by entering the password three times.

Acceptance criteria:

There is a new, always existing system user which is used by all relevant services. 
All services go via DMS sidecar
The DMS-sidecar creates a non-expiring token for this system user at startup
The core server recognizes the token of the system user.
The core server only accepts connections from the DMS sidecar and only JWT 
tokens
The setup is adjusted: enaio.dms.username and enaio.dms.password is removed 
from application-red.yaml
Digest for update: enaio.dms.username and enaio.dms.password must be removed 
application-red.yaml
Digest: The root user can be removed via designer from the roles that gave him write 
permission on the object types, so that the necessary operation could be performed 
when the schema was deployed.
In the REST-WS interface the API-key for that user can be viewed

COOL-
12459

yuuvis RAD 
agent, 
yuuvis RAD 
client

You can configure a custom action that 
prepares subject and body and that calls 
the API send e-mail with these 
parameters

As an administrator, I want to configure subject and body for an email sent by the user 
if there is the need for specific information:

Aceptance criteria:

the interface to handle over the object to the agent is extend by the new parameters 
subject and body
there is an exmaple for a custom action scripts preparing subject and body and 
giving them over to the agent
after calling this custom action this subject and this body are given in the opened 
email
in case of the standard send email action the string including 'yuuvis' are removed

COOL-
12607

yuuvis RAD 
search-
service

You are supported by a Search API for 
dynamical hierarchical catalogs based on 
string fields with classification 'Path'

As a user, I want be supported to search for all objects with a given part of a path in a 
specific string field.

Acceptance criteria:

designer (see linked story): a string field can be classified as 'path'
The search API offers a new search operator 'match' that finds objects with a 
complete part of a path, e.g. 'Europe/Germany/Bayern'
The search form uses this search operator for such fields.

COOL-
12779

yuuvis RAD 
client

You can browse through the list of the ID-
reference field search control by using 
the keyboard

As a user, I want to browse through the list of the search dialog of the ID-reference field 
so I am more productive.

Acceptance criteria:

The list of the ID-reference field search control can be browsed by using cursor up 
and down
Enter and strg + enter takes the marked element into the field.

COOL-
12918

yuuvis RAD 
client

You can configure whether a new user 
should use the agent

As an administrator, I want be able to configure the client to let a new user user use the 
agent, so that he has not to learn how to setup the use.

Acceptance criteria:

it is possible to configure this in the extended configuration file.
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COOL-
12957

yuuvis RAD 
client

You can reset your locally remembered 
setting (Application cache)

As a user I, want to reset all locallay remeberd settings e.g. my column width or area 
width in the case I have lost the overview.

Acceptance criteria:

In the setting state you can choose which part of the settings should be reset when 
pushing the 'Reset application cache' button.

System: all system configurations like the schema ist reloaded
History: all historical settings like the lists of last edited and last created objects in 
the object state are reset
Layout:  the column width and area width are reset

COOL-
13190

yuuvis RAD 
client, yuuvis 
RAD core-
service

You can save your metadata changes for 
an object although read-only set ID-
reference fields are containing deleted 
objects

As a userr, I want be able to update an object although a reference field contains a 
reference to an non existing object.

Hint: Currently an update is not possible if this field is set read-only.

Acceptance criteria:

The core-service does only validate on create and not on update
The client

allows save although a not existing object is referenced.
The user can recognize a not existing object (the chip is marked red and the 
object-ID is shown)

 ERA-7524 yuuvis RAD 
designer

String field can be classified as a path As an adminitrator, I will be able to setup the classification to 'path' for a string field so 
the search service uses the corresponding feature for this type of field.

Acceptance criteria:

This applies only to DMS Schema, not to workflow variables
The list of classification options for a string field is extended by the entry 'Path' 
Classification can be applied to any String field, no matter whether it is field, field in a 
table, or multi-field

 ERA-7549 yuuvis RAD 
bpm-service

Adding and removing documents from 
process-file is executed from user 
context

As a user, I would like to see who has added or removed a document to a process file, 
in order to be able to better understand the business context of the document and to 
know to which processes a document belongs (or not) and who has caused it .

Acceptance criteria:

If an object is added or removed from a process, that action is written to the object 
history as well as which user has executed the action

9 Vorgänge
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